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Abstract
Non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs) areprimaryprecursors for the formationof ozone
and secondaryorganic aerosolwhich contribute to increasedpublic health risks. ThroughoutEurope,
passenger vehicles contribute significantly toNMVOCemissionsdue to automotive evaporative emissions
controls that are less stringent than those in theUnited States,Canada,China, andBrazil. Evaporative
NMVOCemissions increase significantly, and associated air quality impacts are exacerbated, during
periodsof high temperature such asheatwaves,which continue to increase in frequency, duration, and
intensity. Adoptionof strict evaporative emission standards and controls such as onboard refueling vapor
recovery systems (ORVR) can significantly reduce evaporative emissions during such events; however,
emissions inventories used to informpolicydecisions aredevelopedusing average temperatureprofiles
which fail to capture the impact of heatwave events on evaporative emissions.This study evaluates the
effectiveness of the previous generation (Euro5), current (Euro6d), andproposed (Euro7) emission control
standards onevaporative emissions at high temporal and spatial resolution inwestern and central Europe
during July 2019, amonth inwhich a significant heatwave swept through the region.Using temperatures
obtained from theWeatherResearch andForecasting (WRF)modelwithobservationdata and an
improvedmethod for estimating evaporative emissions, it is estimated that per-vehicle evaporative
NMVOCemissionswithin the studydomain andperiod are reducedby25.0%under current Euro6d
standards and controls relative toEuro5 standards, and that proposedEuro7 controls, includingORVR,
wouldprovide an additional 35.3%emissions reduction relative toEuro6d.Duringheatwaveperiods,
Euro7 controls demonstrate improved attenuationof temperature-driven emissions increases relative to
Euro6dcontrols,with associated emissionswithin the studyperiod anddomain increasing by 23.4%on
averageunderEuro7 controls versus 29.4%underEuro6dcontrols.While this studydoesnot quantify the
effect of heatwaves and emissions controls on total annual emissions, the results for the studyperiodof July
2019, combinedwith the low implementation cost of proposedEuro7 evaporative controls andprojected
continueddominance of petrol vehicles in theEuropeanfleet through themiddle of this century, suggest
that significantNMVOCemissions reductions andassociated air quality andhealth impacts are achievable
through the adoptionof thesemore stringent standards andcontrol systems.

1. Introduction/background

Passenger vehicles (classified under EU regulations as CategoryMvehicles)with petrol internal combustion
engines (ICE) are significant contributors to anthropogenic non-methane volatile organic compound
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(NMVOC) emissions throughout Europe. Alongwith nitrogen oxides (NOx), NMVOCs are a primary
precursor for the formation of ground-level ozone (O3) [1] and secondary organic aerosols (SOAs) offine
particulatematter (PM2.5) [2], which contribute to increased risk and incidence of acute and chronic
cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases [3, 4]. NMVOCemissions frompetrol ICE passenger vehicles result
primarily from tailpipe exhaust emissions and evaporative emissions. Tailpipe emissions consist of unburned or
partially burned fuel vapors, whereas evaporative emissions consist of volatilized fuel vapors that escape during
refueling, as running losses during vehicle operation, by permeation of vapors through fuel tanks and supply
lines, and as diurnal fuel tank breathing losses during parking events.While regulations have been implemented
inmany countries to reduce tailpipe exhaustNMVOCemissions, less effort has beenmade to regulate and
reduce evaporativeNMVOCemissions outside of theUnited States, Canada, China, and Brazil (USCCB), where
O3 and PM2.5 are subject to strict, enforceable air quality standards.

When stringent evaporative emissions regulations are implemented, evaporativeNMVOCemissions from
passenger petrol ICE vehicles can be equal to or less than exhaustNMVOCemissions; however, without
adequate regulations and controls, evaporativeNMVOCemissions have been repeatedly demonstrated to be
significantly higher than exhaustNMVOCemissions [5, 6]. In Europe, passenger ICE vehicles are subject to less
stringent evaporative emissions standards, resulting in significantly higher per-vehicle evaporative emissions in
comparison toUS vehicles regulated to Tier 3 emission standards.

ICE vehicles inmost globalmarkets incorporate an evaporative emission control system in the formof an
activated carbon canister designed to adsorb petrol vapors from the fuel tank and utilize them in the engine for
combustion, rather than being released to the atmosphere. InUSCCB, stringent evaporative emission
regulations have driven advancements in the design of these systems to better capture emissions from refueling,
vehicle operation, and at least three days of diurnal vapor generationwhile parked. In other regions, including
Europe and countries that follow European regulations such as throughUnitedNations Economic Commission
for Europe (UNECE) agreements, these canister systems remain undersized—being designed to control for only
one or two days of diurnal vapor generation—and therefore lack the capacity to control emissions during
refueling, parking events beyond two days, or during heatwaves.

In addition to in-vehicle activated carbon canisters, Europe also currently relies on Stage II vapor recovery
systems installed in petrol stations to control the refueling portion of evaporative emissions. Stage II systems
utilize passive or active vacuum-assisted fuel dispensers to capture and return vapors to underground bulk
storage tanks during refueling. In Europe, the certification requirement for the efficiency of a Stage II system is
85%, as established inDirective 2009/126/EC [7]. However, the certification efficiency only applies to the
capture of vapors by the nozzle at the nozzle/fill pipe interface at certification and does not address efficiency
losses that can occur due tomalfunctioning equipment, vapor leaks in the system, or the release of vapors from
the underground storage tank vent stack that occur in operation. EarlyUS Environmental ProtectionAgency
(USEPA) studies estimated in-use efficiency of Stage II systems to be between 62%–92% [8] depending upon the
frequency and rigor ofmaintenance and inspection; amore recent California Air Resources Board (CARB) study
estimates Stage II efficiency to be around 71% [9]. To remain effective, Stage II systems require regular
inspection andmaintenance, the requirements for which are not as comprehensive in Europe [7] as those
established in theUS [10]. Furthermore, California systems include additional controls to prevent vapor venting
fromunderground storage tanks bymaintaining tank pressures within certain limits [11]. Considering
estimated Stage II efficiencies in theUS of 71% and the estimated Stage II implementation in Europe of 72%of
all petrol stations [12], the actual efficiency of overall refueling emissions control in Europe is likely between
50%–60%.

To overcome the limitations of Stage II systems, regulations inUSCCB require petrol ICE vehicles to be
equippedwithOnboardRefueling Vapor Recovery (ORVR) systems. InORVR-equipped vehicles, a seal is
formed inside the vehicle’s filler neck during refueling to prevent the escape of fuel vapors, which are directed
through a larger carbon canister system. In theUS, over 20 years of data onORVR implementation demonstrate
that it can reliably capture at least 98%of evaporativeNMVOC refueling emissions throughout the useful life of
the vehicle [13].While Stage II systemsmust be replaced periodically and incur annual operational costs, ORVR
systems require nomaintenance and can be installed on new vehicles at a cost of €10–€20 per vehicle [14].
During vehicle operation, fresh air is intermittently drawn through theORVR canister to remove the adsorbed
fuel vapor from the activated carbon. The stripped vapor is then fed to the engine for combustion, providing
additional fuel savings that can offset a significant portion of the canister installation cost over the life of the
vehicle [14].

OutsideORVR-equipped regions,many countries have been slow to adopt stricter evaporative emissions
standards and tend tomodel air pollution and air quality regulations after those in Europe, where policymakers
have chosen to adopt regulations requiring Stage II systems in lieu ofORVR. It should be noted that refueling
emissions have traditionally not been consideredwithin automotive evaporative emissions inventories and
regulations in Europe; instead, refueling emissions are classifiedwith the distribution of oil and gas products
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[15]. This has historically led to the belief that evaporative emissions from vehicles are of the samemagnitude as
exhaust emissions; in reality, the evaporative component can be significantly larger when refueling emissions are
included [5, 6]. In this study, refueling emissions are attributed to and considered part of the evaporative
NMVOCemissions frompassenger ICE vehicles, which also includes running losses such as leaks, permeation,
and diurnal losses.

Regulatory decisions regarding evaporative emission control technologies and strategies are dependent
upon accuratelymodeled estimates of evaporativeNMVOC inventories. As a primary driver of evaporative
processes, precise temperature input is vital to the accuracy of inventory estimates since evaporative emissions
exhibit a non-linear dependence on temperature. However, evaporative emission inventories, including those
used for European regulatory decisions, are often developed using average annual or seasonal temperature
profiles that fail to capture extreme temperature events such as heatwaves—as seen infigure S5—which research
suggests are increasing in frequency, duration, and intensity in response to climate changes [16].

This study aims to quantify the benefits of Euro7 emission control strategy options, which include stricter
emissions limits and implementation ofORVR, by providing a high temporal and spatial resolution inventory of
passenger ICE vehicle evaporativeNMVOCemissions in Europe under past, current, and projected emissions
controls and standards under normal and heatwave temperature conditions. The results indicate that significant
emissions reductions are possible under proposed next-generation Euro7 standardswithORVR control systems
and highlight the importance of considering extreme temperature events in the development of evaporative
emissions standards and inventories in Europe to effectively evaluate proposed policymeasures.

2.Methodology

Amodel for estimating diurnal, running loss, hot soak, permeation, and refueling evaporative emissions at high
resolutionwas developed using themethodology described in our previous study [17], which expands upon
Europe’s COmputer Programme for calculating Emissions fromRoadTraffic (COPERT) and theUS EPA’s
MOtorVehicle Emission Simulator (MOVES) [18]—both of which are commonly used automotive emissions
models—to better represent the evaporative components of automotiveNMVOCemissions under real-world
driving, parking, and refueling conditions.Whereas COPERT andMOVESutilize average temperature profiles
to estimate annualized evaporative emissions at regional scales, the appliedmethod better alignswithCARB and
USEPA approaches inwhich regulatory decisions aremade by analyzing the impact of proposed policies on
reducing evaporativeNMVOCemissions during summertime conditions inwhich air quality tends to be
poorest. Themethod applied in this study evaluates the evaporativeNMVOC emission inventory in Europe
during a heatwave event by utilizingmodeled temperatures obtained from theWeather Research and
Forecastingmodel (WRF) [19] to provide amore accurate estimation of emissions atfine temporal and spatial
resolution and scale. Thismethod is applied towestern and central Europe to determine hourly evaporative
NMVOCemissions under Euro5 (past), Euro6d (current), and Euro 7 (proposed) emission control standards.
The Euro 7 scenario includes recommendations by theConsortium for ultra-LowVehicle Emissions (CLOVE)
tasked by the EuropeanCommissionwith developing recommendations for Euro7 standards, which include
more stringent emissions limits and implementation ofORVR [20]. Automotive fleet populations and
compositions for each countrywithin the domainwere obtained fromCOPERT andEurostat andwere spatially
distributedwithin a 0.1° (approximately 11-km) resolution grid according to the distribution of automotive
sectorNMVOCemissions within the EDGARv5.0 inventory [21]. To evaluate the impacts of typical
temperatures and extreme temperature events, July 2019was chosen as themodeling period due to a significant
heatwavewhich impacted a large portion of central Europe from approximately July 21 to 27, duringwhich
record-high temperatures were recorded formanywestern and central European cities with ozone air quality
exceedances also observed.

2.1.Meteorologicalmodeling
Toprovide the locationswithout observational weather data, spatially and temporally continuous temperature
inputs for the emissionsmodel were obtained usingWRFv4.2.1. The 11-km resolutionmodeling domainwith a
mesh size of 178×178 covers western and central Europe and is approximately bounded between 10°Wto 15°
E and 35°N to 55°N. Simulationswere conducted for July 2019 andwere initialized every 72 h at 1200UTC from
the EuropeanCentre forMedium-RangeWeather Forecasts (ECMWF) 0.25°, 6-hour resolution ERA5
reanalysis data set [22].Model parameterizationwas chosen based on publishedWRF studies of European
domains [23]withThompsonmicrophysics scheme, Kain-Fritsch cumulus convection scheme,Dudhia
shortwave radiation scheme, rapid radiative transfermethod (RRTM) longwave radiation scheme, Yonsei
University (YSU) planetary boundary layer scheme,MM5 surface layer scheme, andNoah land surfacemodel
parameterizations.Model performance for temperature is presented infigure S2 and includes observation data
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from608 SYNOPweather stations; observationswere obtained from theNationalOceanic andAtmospheric
Administration (NOAA)National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) global Integrated Surface
Dataset (https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/products/land-based-station/integrated-surface-database).WRF-
modeled temperature exhibited a bias and absolute error of−0.4 °Cand 2.0 °C, respectively, whichmeet
performance benchmarks for complex terrain [24] and indicate a slight underprediction of temperature on
average. Figure S1 (available online at stacks.iop.org/ERC/4/081003/mmedia) highlights the difference in
temperature at the same time of day between a near-average temperature day and the peak heatwave day
throughout the domain, demonstrating thewidespread impact of the late-July 2019 heatwave event.

2.2. Evaporative emissionsmodeling
The evaporative emissionsmodel consists ofMATLABmodules which calculate per-vehicle emission factors for
diurnal, running loss, hot soak, permeation, and refueling sources. The frequencies and durations of driving and
parking events, average trip numbers and distances, and average vehicle speeds were obtained fromCOPERT
andwere developed for use in Europe. For each scenario, inputs were adjusted to reflect European automotive
evaporative emissions standards. Running loss, permeation, and hot soak rates were derived from
methodologies applied inMOVES3 [18]; diurnal and refueling emissionswere determined bymethods
described byDong et al [17]. For all scenarios, in-use ethanol was set at 5%,which represents 84.3%of petrol
sales in the EU [25]. Diurnal soak requirements used for canister sizingwere one day for Euro5 and two days for
Euro6d; canister sizing for Euro7 scenarioswas based onORVR. The full vehicle diurnal emissions limits were
2.0 grams for a 24-hour test, 2.0 grams for a 48-hr test, and 0.3 grams per day for a 48-hr test for Euro5, Euro6d,
and Euro7, respectively. For Euro7, the stricter diurnal limit recommended byCLOVE (0.3 g/day)was chosen to
alignwith theUSTier 3 standard; 0.5 g/day is an alternative suggested for EU standards [20]which alignswith
current Brazilian PROCONVEL-7 standards. Canister purge volumewas determined using the shortest drive
cycle time from theNewEuropeanDriving Cycle (NEDC) for Euro5 (60 min) and theWorld harmonized Light
vehicle Test Procedures (WLTP) [26] for Euro6d and Euro7 scenarios (31.8 min) usingmethods described by
Dong et al [17]. Evaporative emissions exhibit a linear relationshipwith fuel tank volume, so it was appropriate
to use an average fuel tank capacity of 60 Lwhichwas determined based onfleet compositions within the
domain. Carbon agingwas accounted for by reducing the adsorption capacity of the carbon in the canister by
16% for the Euro5 scenario and 7% for the Euro6d and Euro7 scenarios, which represents the adoption ofmore
durable carbon and the inclusion of aging procedures to ensure enhanced durability beginningwith Euro6d
standards. For each scenario, themodel requires a base running loss and leak rate which reflect control
measures, such as heat shielding designed to insulate fuel tanks and lines from radiative road surface heat during
use, and on-board diagnostics designed to alert the driver of leaks in the fuel system. The base rate is then
adjusted according to ambient temperature andReidVapor Pressure (RVP) to determine actual loss rates. Since
Europe does not currently have a running loss standard or leak standard, emission factors for running loss and
leakswere taken from conservatively lowMOVES estimates for an enhanced or Tier 1US vehicle for the Euro5
scenario (0.72 g hr−1) andTier 2 and 3US vehicles for Euro6d and Euro7 scenarios (0.23 and 0.023 g hr−1,
respectively) [27]. Stage II efficiencywas estimated as 60.35%based on the product of CARB’s estimated in-use
efficiency in theUS of 71%and 85% implementation of Stage II in petrol stations throughout Europe, whichwas
chosen to reflect the volume of fuel dispensed through petrol stations equippedwith Stage II systems [7]. RVP
values for each country within themodeling domainwere alignedwithCOPERT inputs and gridded tomatch
theWRFdomain. All othermodeling parameters are found in table S1 andwere unchanged between scenarios.

3. Results

Grid-level emissions reductions achieved under Euro6d and projected Euro7 controls on a typical daywith near-
average temperatures and the peak heatwave day are shown infigure 1.On days with near-average temperatures,
emissions remain relatively consistent throughoutmuch of the domain except for the Iberian Peninsula due
largely to Spain’s exemption fromEuropean summer fuel standards intended to reduce petrol volatility by
limiting fuel RVP to 60 kPa fromApril through September [28]. Spain’s exemption, allowing the use of 68 kPa
RVPpetrol during extended summermonths, was granted based on perceived increased costs to Spanish
refineries to produce low volatility petrol during summermonths [29]which, combinedwith its warm climate
and high elevations, contributes to greater evaporative emissions in the peninsular region. It should also be
noted that the intensity of the late-July heatwavewas greatest in the region extending fromFrance northeast
throughGermany, and the temperature anomaly in Spainwas comparativelymild [30].Within the study
domain and period, exemptions allowing the use of 70 kPa petrol are also in place for theUnitedKingdom,
Ireland, and Sweden, but cooler climates in these regionsminimize the impact of higher fuel volatility on
evaporativeNMVOCemissions in comparison to Spain. Relative to previous generation Euro5 standards,
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evaporativeNMVOCemissions under current Euro6d standards are estimated to be 25.0 percent lower on
average during the study period, with decreases of 24.4%on a near-average temperature day, represented by 17
July, and 27.5%on the peak heatwave day of 25 July. Under the presented Euro7 standards scenario, evaporative
NMVOCemissionswithin the study domain and period are estimated to decrease by an additional 35.3 percent
on average relative to current Euro6d standards as seen infigure S4, andwith better attenuation of emissions
spikes during heatwave days as seen infigure 2.

Table 1highlights thedifferences in emissionsunder each scenario for several European cities and thepercent
reduction inNMVOCemissionsover theprevious generationof controls for anear-average temperateday anda
heatwaveday.Under currentEuro6dcontrols, per-vehicle emissions are estimated to increaseby asmuchas 50
percent onheatwavedays,with anaverage increaseof 29.4%amongst the twelve cities infigures 1 and2.Under
projectedEuro7 controls, emissions aremaintained33%–40%lower than theEuro6d scenario, and emission increases
during theheatwaveperiodare limited to less than40percent,with anaverage increaseof 23.4%,demonstrating that
ORVR-equippedvehicles aremore resilient to thebreakthroughof emissionsduringperiodsof prolongedhigh
temperatures due to the increased canister size.

Figure S3 highlights increased ambientO3 concentrations observed during thehottest part of the studyperiod,
particularly in citiesmost affected by the late July heatwave (O3observations obtained from theEuropean
EnvironmentAgency (EEA) at https://discomap.eea.europa.eu/map/fme/AirQualityExport.htm). Although this
studydoes not elucidate the direct impacts of increasedVOCemissions onair quality, recent chemical transport
modeling efforts suggest air quality canbe significantly improved following the implementation ofORVRand
strict evaporative control standards in an automotivefleet [31]. It is reasonable to assume that the reduced
emissions under theEuro7 scenariowill provide quantifiable air quality improvements and associated health
improvements—particularly in largemetropolitan areaswhere photochemical ozone formation conditions are
VOC limited. Applying EEAmethodologies to estimate damage costs during the July 2019 studyperiod results in
an estimateddamage cost reductionof approximately€5.1million to €13.2millionunder theEuro7 scenario
relative to current standards; these damage cost estimates respectively represent themedian value of a life year
(VOLY) and themeanvalue of statistical life (VSL) approaches, which both includehealth impacts due toNMVOC
aswell as SOAand are assessed at€1,842/tonne and €4,800/tonne, inflation-adjusted to 2020 [32]. These estimates
are based onannualizedper-tonnedamage costs assessed forNMVOCduring the period of 2008-2012. It should
benoted that per-tonne damage cost valuations can change over time as emission rates change; since 2010,
transport-sectorNMVOCemissions havebeen demonstrated tohave continually and steadily increased globally
and slightly decreased inEurope,while precursors to ozone andPMsuch asNOxhavedecreased [33].

4. Summary, conclusions, and recommendations

Implementation ofORVR systems and stricter evaporativeNMVOC emissions standards is a proven, cost-
effectivemethod to reduce automotiveNMVOC emissions and associated health and economic impacts of

Figure 1.Modeled per-vehicle evaporativeNMVOCemissions on a near-average temperature day (a)–(c) and a heatwave day (d)–(f).
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increasinglymore frequent extreme temperature events and a gradually warming climate.While increased
electrification of the European passenger vehicle fleet is projected, petrol ICE vehicles—which include hybrid
electric and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles—are also projected to continue tomake up a significant portion of
thefleet for the next few decades, and control of the associated evaporative emissions is critical tomeeting short-
term and future regional and global commitments to improving air quality.Many countries tend tomodel their
regulations after those of the EU, and European implementation of stricter evaporative emission standards and
ORVR control systemswill likely spur the adoption of stricter policies in other regions. This influence is
particularly important in developing countries—especially those inwarmer climates such as India andAfrica—
where petrol ICE vehicles are likely to continue to dominate passenger vehiclefleets due to resource, funding,

Figure 2.Percent reduction inmodeled per-vehicle evaporativeNMVOCemissions for Euro6d and Euro7 scenarios relative to
previous generation of standards and controls on a near-average temperature day (a), (b) and a heatwave day (c), (d).

Table 1.EvaporativeNMVOCemissions in grams per vehicle for select cities on a near-average temperature day and the peak heatwave day.
Values in parenthesis indicate the percent change in per-vehicle emissions relative to the previous emission controls/standards scenario.

Location
Per-Vehicle Evaporative Emissions - g/vehicle

Euro5 Euro6d Euro7

Near-avg

temperature day Heatwave day

Near-avg

temperature day Heatwave day

Near-avg

temperature day Heatwave day

Amsterdam,ND 4.20 7.63 3.56 (−15.3) 5.19 (−32.0) 2.35 (−33.9) 3.17 (−38.8)
Barcelona, ES 5.48 5.95 4.50 (−17.9) 4.68 (−21.4) 3.02 (−32.7) 3.12 (−33.3)
Berlin, DE 4.32 5.86 3.60 (−16.7) 4.51 (−23.1) 2.37 (−34.0) 2.92 (−35.2)
Brussels, BE 4.50 8.26 3.73 (−17.0) 5.49 (−33.5) 2.46 (−34.2) 3.34 (−39.2)
Cologne, DE 4.52 8.04 3.74 (−17.1) 5.47 (−31.9) 2.47 (−34.0) 3.38 (−38.3)
London,UK 5.27 9.18 4.13 (−21.5) 5.79 (−37.0) 2.77 (−33.1) 3.57 (−38.3)
Madrid, ES 9.65 11.89 5.89 (−38.9) 6.71 (−43.5) 3.67 (−37.7) 4.07 (−39.3)
Milan, IT 5.53 7.04 4.37 (−20.8) 5.23 (−25.8) 2.85 (−34.9) 3.32 (−36.5)
Munich,DE 4.46 6.10 3.68 (−17.4) 4.59 (−24.9) 2.43 (−33.9) 2.96 (−35.5)
Paris, FR 4.92 9.22 3.97 (−19.2) 6.03 (−34.6) 2.60 (−34.4) 3.64 (−39.7)
Rome, IT 5.62 6.64 4.36 (−22.4) 4.96 (−25.3) 2.83 (−35.0) 3.17 (−36.2)
Toulouse, FR 5.82 7.85 4.42 (−24.1) 5.33 (−32.1) 2.84 (−35.7) 3.33 (−37.6)
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and infrastructure limitations thatmay slow the adoption of electric vehicles, andwhere Stage II systems to
control refueling emissions do not exist andORVR systems can provide amuchmore significant reduction in
evaporative emissions at a low cost.

This study also demonstrates the importance of using precise and accurate temperatures to estimate
evaporativeVOC inventories. Automotive evaporative emissions are highly sensitive to temperature, and
emissions estimatesmadeusing average temperature profiles, such as those usedby currentCOPERT
methodologies for European inventories, fail to capture the impacts of extreme temperature events such as
heatwaves andmore commonly experienced extended periods of simplyhigher-than-average temperatures. It
should also benoted thatwhileUSEPA’sMOVESmodeling systememploys average temperature profiles for
developing national emission inventories, regulatory decisions in theU.S. are based onworst-case, summertime
scenarios inwhich the impact of policy on reducing emissions during extreme temperature events are considered.
Themethodology applied in this study can beutilized todevelopmore accurate evaporative emission inventories
for use in regional air qualitymodeling efforts. The appliedmethodology is developed specifically for passenger
cars, trucks, and SUVs, but it couldbe readily adapted for regionswheremotorcycles and other two- and three-
wheeled vehiclesmake up a larger portionof the automotivefleet, such as parts of India and SoutheastAsia.

Historically, diesel-powered vehicles have dominated the European passenger vehiclefleet. However, in
recent years petrol has become the primary fuel type for European passenger vehicles, representing 51.7%of the
EUfleet [34]. Despite increasing powertrain diversification and ambitious electrification goals, as of 2020 fully
electric vehicles represented only 0.5 percent of EUpassenger vehicles, and plug-in hybrid and hybrid electric
vehicles combined accounted for only 1.8 percent [34]. It is important to note hybrid and hybrid electric vehicles
still consume petrol and contribute to evaporative emissions andwould benefit from improved evaporative
emission controls.While IHSmarket projections suggest that electrified vehicles will continue to represent
increasing proportions of new vehicle sales, petrol ICE vehicles are projected to represent themajority of EU
passenger vehicle fleets through at least 2040 (ihsmarket.com).

While reductions in evaporative emissions have been realized under current Euro6d standards, the
opportunity for significant improvement remains. ImplementingORVR and stricter emissions limitations in
Europewill enable significant reductions inVOCemissions and aid European countries inmeeting air quality
standards and emission ceiling limits. Future efforts are recommended to focus on elucidating the direct air
quality and health impacts of heatwaves and a gradually warming climate in areas that lack strict evaporative
emissions controls through regional chemical transportmodeling.
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